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Abstract: With the development and application of artificial intelligence, the technical methods of
intelligent image processing and graphic design need to be explored to realize the intelligent graphic
design based on traditional graphics such as pottery engraving graphics. An optimized method is
aimed to be explored to extract the image features from traditional engraving graphics on historical
relics and apply them into intelligent graphic design. For this purpose, an image feature extracted
model based on convolution operation is proposed. Parametric test and effectiveness research are
conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. Theoretical and practical research
shows that the image-extracted model has a significant effect on the extraction of image features
from traditional engraving graphics because the image brightness processing greatly simplifies the
process of image feature extraction, and the convolution operation improves the accuracy. Based
on the brightness feature map output from the proposed model, the design algorithm of intelligent
feature graphic is presented to create the feature graphics, which can be directly applied to design the
intelligent graphical interface. Taking some pottery engraving graphics from the Neolithic Age as an
example, we conduct the practice on image feature extraction and feature graphic design, the results
of which further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. This paper provides a theoretical
basis for the application of traditional engraving graphics in intelligent graphical interface design for
AI products such as smart tourism products, smart museums, and so on.

Keywords: convolution operation; intelligent graphic design; brightness feature; traditional
engraving graphics

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of artificial intelligence (AI), the application of
intelligent image processing has been found in many fields such as handwriting recognition,
image caption, automatic vehicle navigation, and so on [1–4]. As a deep learning network
in the field of artificial intelligence, the convolutional neural network (CNN) has been
maturely used in image processing field, especially for the image recognition [5,6] or image
feature extraction. For example, Ding et al. studied the intelligent image identification
method to roughly handle the express packages by using the intelligent recognition method
of the gated recursive unit in the convolutional neural network, which can be used as an
intelligent fusional model [7]. Li et al. investigated the extracted method of global features
from images of typical infrared targets such as people and vehicles by designing semantic
segmentation algorithms, and achieved good results [8]. As the core computing module is
acted in convolutional neural network, the convolution operation plays an important role
in intelligent image processing [9] and image feature extraction. For example, Zhan studied
the method of extracting image features of tea materials by convolution operation [10].
Chen studied the method and effect that extracted brightness features in the interest regions
from the images by the improved Itti–Koch model based on the convolution operation [11].
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By the other side, there is a rapid, essential, and global change in the graphic design
due to the effect of artificial intelligence [12]. AI has been widely used by designers, which
is considered to be an important assistant for them [13]. Intelligent algorithms play an
increasingly important role in graphic design field such as real-time graphics generation,
virtual scene visualization [14], 3D Graphics Engines [15], and so on. In Ref. [16], Li
and Xv studied the generation and conversion method of the woodcut print style by
applying a deep learning algorithm, which can be used to generate a wood engraving
texture effect. In Ref. [17], Tian et al. discussed the generation method of multi-style
ancient book textures via the layout analysis and style transfer techniques based on the
deep learning. In Ref. [18], Liu studied the method of generating image features such as
specific color, shape, and texture by using the synthetic method of artificial intelligence
and data mining. On the basis of the previous studies, we use the technical method of
intelligent image processing and intelligent graphic design to realize the intelligent graphic
design based on traditional graphics such as pottery engraving graphics. For this purpose,
the image feature extracted model is constructed to extract the image features from and
apply them to intelligent graphic design with the algorithms for intelligent graphic design.
This research will promote the spreading of traditional culture and artistic features in the
field of intelligent application.

2. Method of Image Feature Extraction Based on Convolution Operation
2.1. Principle of Image Feature Extraction

During the 1950s and 1960s, Professor Frank Rosenblatt of Cornell University, invented
the perceptron by imitating the visual system architecture of automatic pattern recognition
of human body [19]. The perceptron is a simple learning algorithm, which plays an
important role in the AI field. As the early prototype of deep learning network mentioned
in [20], the perceptron consists of an input layer, an output layer, and a set of structures
connecting with them, which is called a hidden layer in a deep neural network [21]. It can
recognize, extract, and classify the images input into the perceptron through the judgment
of input information. The process of machine recognition is to divide a complete picture
into many small parts, extract and summarize the features in each small part, which is
realized based on the perceptron. Image features such as brightness, pixel strength, and
contour are extracted from the original input image and weighted, which are used as the
basis of image feature recognition and classification.

2.2. Image Feature Extraction Method Based on Convolution Operation

Based on the principle of perceptron, convolutional neural network is developed.
Image features can be extracted based on the structure of convolutional neural network,
in which the central role is existed in convolution operation. When it is applied in the
image feature extraction, the basic structure consists of the feature extraction and mapping
layers [22]. It is advantaged that images can be directly input with the form of three-
dimensional data [23], resulting in reducing the preprocessing process of the input original
signal, and weakening the complicated extent of the recognition model by sharing the
weight and worth. According to the structure of convolutional neural network, the method
of image feature extraction can be described as follows.

Convolutional layer is used to extract preliminary image features. The image feature
extraction is obtained via the convolution operation, of which the process contains as:
inputting the original images as pixel matrices, and then setting the convolutional kernel to
move on and cover the pixel matrix of original image sequentially, in which the moving
interval unit in each time is called step. It realizes the extraction of the image feature
such as the brightness, pixel intensity, and outline etc., by the judgment of weighted
sums of convolutional kernel and the covered image pixel matrix in each movement of
convolutional kernel.

Pool layer is used to enhance and extract the main features of the image. The working
principle of the pooling layer is to multiply the original data output from the convolutional
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layer with the corresponding convolutional kernel to obtain a new matrix, which is used to
strengthen and extract the main features of the image.

The full connection layer is used to summarize and output the features of each part of
the image. The working principle of the full connection layer is to convert the vector matrix
output by the pooling layer into some vectors, multiply it by the weight matrix, add the
offset value, and then use the ReLU (rectified linear units) activation function to optimize
its parameters.

3. Image Feature Extracted Model

Based on the principle of perceptron, convolutional neural network is developed,
which plays an important role in the image feature extraction. Then, we use the structure
of convolutional neural network to propose the new method of image feature extraction,
and construct the image feature extracted model based on convolution operation. Then,
the image brightness processing is adopted to further optimize this extracted model.

3.1. Image Brightness Feature Processing

Because the shapes of traditional engraving graphics on historical relics mostly take the
form of lines and gullies, formed by pressing and engraving, there is a significant brightness
difference between the carved lines and the surrounding of the images. Therefore, the
brightness features can reflect the features of the lines in the image well. According to
the image features of the traditional engraving graphics on historical relics, an algorithm
for extracting brightness feature from images is designed. The image feature extracted
model is constructed based on convolution operation for the batch extraction of sample
image features. To highlight the brightness features of the image, simplify the process of
feature extraction, and improve the accuracy, the image brightness feature processing is
performed before using the convolution operation to extract the image feature of traditional
engraving graphics. Taking the pottery engraving graphics from the Neolithic Age as
an example, the image brightness processing and image feature extraction are carried
out. The image brightness processing comprises a series of brightness feature operations,
such as conversion and enhancement of image brightness value as well as the image
threshold processing.

1. Conversion of image brightness value is taken to convert the storage mode of image
information. It is known that the images are stored by the form of color value matrix in the
computer. In addition, it is more convenient for the image feature extraction by converting
the image storage mode from the color value matrix to the brightness value matrix, as
showed in Figure 1.
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2. Enhancement and inverse operation of the image brightness value are exerted on
the image to further emphasize the brightness feature of engraving lines, which is more
convenient for extracting the image feature of line part according to the high value.
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We use Equation (1) to realize the conversion of and enhancement of image brightness
value, which yields

L = 255 − k
r + g + b

3
(1)

where r, g, and b represent the color value matrices of red, green, and blue, respectively,
and L is the brightness value matrix. Taking the 112 × 112-px image of pottery engraving
graphic in Figure 2a as an example, the RGB color value of the pixel at coordinates (69,
69) is (4, 14, 151) and the brightness value is considered to be 56. By using this method,
the image storage mode of the input image is converted to a brightness value matrix. k
is the brightness enhancement coefficient, which represents the multiple of brightness
enhancement compared with the original image. It is demonstrated that with the increase
of the whole image brightness, the engraving lines can be displayed better. For example,
most of the pottery engraving lines can be revealed better as the whole image brightness is
increased to 2.5 times.
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3. Threshold operation is exerted on the image to further magnify the brightness
features. We use Equation (2) to realize the image threshold processing, which yields

L(x, y) =
{

maxval i f L(x, y) > θT
0 otherwise

}
(2)

when the brightness value of the pixel L(x, y) is greater than the threshold θT, it is set to the
maximum value maxval, but is set to 0 in other cases. If maxval and θT are set as 255 and 128,
respectively, the resulting image is as shown in Figure 2b, it is concluded that the binary
conversion of image information is realized in the method and the brightness feature is
highlighted to the utmost extent. To further enhance the image feature of lines, we use the
method of remove_small_objects (TA) to remove scattered small areas of an image, and the
size of removed area can be controlled by setting the connected area threshold TA. After
these operations, the brightness value map is obtained when the connected area threshold
value TA = 25, as shown in Figure 2c.

After a series of image brightness processing including the conversion and enhance-
ment of the image brightness value as well as the image threshold processing, the image
brightness feature is more obvious, because the binary conversion of image brightness value
is achieved and the engraving line parts is highlighted with the higher brightness values. It
greatly simplifies the extraction process of image features and improves the accuracy.

3.2. Image Brightness Feature Extraction Based on Convolution Operation

The image brightness feature is extracted based on the brightness value map output
from the image feature extracted model, which can greatly simplify the extracted process
of image brightness feature and improve the accuracy. Convolution operation is applied to
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extract image features from the image matrix input with the defined convolution kernel.
The method can be expressed as

conv = σ(imgMat ⊗ Ki + b) (3)

in which σ represents the active function, imgMat is the image brightness value matrix, Ki
is the defined convolution kernel with the size i, ⊗ means the convolution operation, b is
the offset value. The convolution kernel is applied to extract the image feature and obtain
an initialized set of feature vectors. Here, we use the Sobel convolution kernel. Because
the image features have been highlighted greatly after the processing of image brightness
feature, more accurate feature vectors can be obtained by a simple convolution operation.
Only two convolution kernels are applied to extract the brightness feature of the image,
and they can also obtain an obvious result.

Sobel—G(x) and Sobel—G(y) convolution kernels are used to carry out convolution
operation with the input images, which respectively represent the kernels of horizontal and
vertical directions. Substituting Sobel—G(x) and Sobel—G(y) into Equation (3) respectively,
and then adding each element of this matrix with the offset value b, and inputting the
results into the activation function yields

σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x (4)

Combining the results in the convolution operation derived by G(x) and G(y) convolu-
tion kernels, we get the best feature vector matrix, which can be manifested as a feature
map in python environment. After the brightness value processing, the image feature
extraction has been greatly simplified because the input image is displayed with the binary
mode of black and white. Therefore, we can get good extraction results for image features
with only twice convolution operations derived by G(x) and G(y) convolution kernels.

3.3. Image Feature Extracted Model

The image feature extracted model based on the above research is shown in Figure 3.
Sample images are put into this model, and the brightness feature matrix is obtained by
convolution operation after a series of image feature processing including the conversion
and enhancement of the image brightness value as well as the image threshold, which
can be displayed as the brightness feature map used for the intelligent graphic design in
python environment.
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3.4. Model Parametric Test and Effect Evaluation
3.4.1. Model Parametric Test

Model performance based on the parametric test is carried out by using simple variable
method, adjusting one parameter while other parameters are fixed and comparing with the
results, we get the optimal parameters. The specific process involves collecting the original
images and inputting them into the extracted model to test its extracted effect and find
the optimal parameters. Taking the pottery engraving graphics from the Neolithic Age for
example, selecting 50 sample images of representative pottery engraving graphics from
Shuangdun Site in Bengbu City of Anhui province as the test samples, we input them into
the model after preprocessing the images, and conducted brightness feature processing and
extraction. We compared the effects of brightness feature maps, as obtained by different
parameters to find that when the brightness enhancement coefficient k increases the other
parameters remain fixed; the image feature extraction effects are shown in Figure 4a.
Figure 4b exhibits the influence of the threshold θT on the image feature extraction. It is
concluded from Figures 4 and 5 that the extracted effect of image brightness feature is
closely related to the model parameters, which directly affects the results of intelligent
graphic design.
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In the image brightness value processing, we adjust the connected area threshold
TA of the remove_small_objects() method to remove the most discrete points, and adjust
the brightness enhancement coefficient k and the brightness threshold θT to enhance the
image brightness features. From the sample testing, we conclude that, when the connected
area threshold TA = 25, independent discrete points can be removed well, preserving the
effective parts of the engraving lines. When the brightness enhancement coefficient k = 2.5
and the image brightness threshold θT = 128, the good displayed effects are obtained and
the feature maps are more true, accurate, and distinctive, compared with the original image.
In the image brightness feature extraction, we define the horizontal convolution kernel
G(x) = [−1, 0, 1; −2, 0, 2; −1, 0, 1], and the vertical convolution kernel G(y) = [1, 2, 1; 0, 0, 0;
−1, −2, −1]. We found that the better results are achieved under these convolution kernels.
When the offset value b = 2, the locations of the feature maps are more accurate for most of
the 112 × 112 images of the pottery engraving graphics. The parameters are adjusted to
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tailor an accurate effect of the feature map for a few images when the extracted effect is
not ideal.

3.4.2. Model Effectiveness Research

In order to evaluate its stability and availability, model test is conducted. Total of
50 sample images of traditional engraving graphics are inputted into the model to extract
their image features. Test results are shown in Table 1, and it illustrates that image feature
extraction of 45 traditional engraving graphics achieves a good result under standard
parameters condition. But the defect results are obtained for the few sample images,
and the extracted feature can be tuned/tailored well by adjusting the modal parameters
slightly. Therefore, the application of the proposed model to the image feature extraction of
traditional engraving graphics results in very good efficiency. We can conclude that the
results of the image feature extraction based on the proposed model are accurate and clear
for most traditional engraving graphics.

Table 1. Model test results statistics.

Number of Pottery Engraving
Graphics 45 2 1 1 1

Sets of parameters in image
brightness processing

k = 2.5;
θT = 128;
TA = 25

k = 2.5;
θT = 150;
TA = 25

k = 2.0;
θT = 128;
TA = 25

k = 2.0;
θT = 150;
TA = 25

k = 3.0;
θT = 128;
TA = 25

Sets of parameters in convolution
operation

G(x) = [−1, 0, 1; −2, 0, 2;−1, 0, 1]; G(y) = [1, 2, 1; 0, 0, 0; −1, −2, −1];
b = 2

We also compare the extracted image features, as obtained by the proposed method and
complex convolutional neural networks and algorithms mentioned in literatures [8,10,11], as
shown in Figure 6. It is shown that this proposed method is more simple and effective,
the reason being that the binary conversion of image brightness value is achieved via
conducting the image brightness processing, which consequently simplifies the process of
extracting image features by virtue of the convolution operation. Furthermore, we find that
image features extracted by using complex convolutional neural networks and algorithms
have more detailed information, but the image features are not prominent. Image features
extracted by the proposed model reflects the image features more clearly and accurately,
which is more suitable for designing the feature graphic in the intelligent user interface and
conveying the line features well. It is of superiority that this proposed method is used in
the field of intelligent graphic design for traditional engraving graphics.
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Based on the parametric test and effectiveness evaluation of the proposed model, we
establish its execution metrics as: this extracted feature model is suitable for traditional
engraving graphics on historical relics in intelligent graphic design. Through the parametric
test, it can achieve an ideal effects with the optimal parameters, which are derived as the
brightness enhancement coefficient k = 2.5, the image brightness threshold θT = 128, the
connected area threshold TA = 25, the horizontal convolution kernel G(x) = [−1, 0, 1; −2, 0,
2; −1, 0, 1], and the vertical convolution kernel G(y) = [1, 2, 1; 0, 0, 0; −1, −2, −1], b = 2.
However, we should adjust the parameters to obtain the appropriate effect for the non-ideal
sample images.

4. Intelligent Graphic Design Based on the Brightness Feature Map

According to the brightness feature maps output from the extracted model based
on convolution operation, intelligent feature graphics are generated by using the python
graphic tools, and then it is applied to design the intelligent graphical interface.

4.1. Created Method of Intelligent Graphics

Many traditional engraving graphics are composed of basic lines and graphics. Their
basic graphic units are defined as dots, straight lines, oblique lines, curves, arcs, circles,
and so on, which can be created by python graphic tools. Python environment provides
powerful graphic tools for drawing regular geometry graphics. Taking the python graphic
tool of turtle for example, the general graphic drawing method is listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Drawing method of common geometric lines with python-turtle tools.

Graphics Drawing Method Describing

Round dot dot (r) Draw a round dot of specified radius (r).

Straight line forward (distance)
backward (distance)

Move a distance (distance) forward or
backward to draw a straight line.

Oblique line Straight line + right (degree)
Straight line + left (degree)

Draw oblique lines with a clockwise or
anti-clockwise angle (degree) based on the
straight line method.

Circle circle (r) Draw circles with a radius (r).

Arcs circle() + up() + down() + left()
+ right()

Draw arcs with different curvature by
changing in different direction of up, down,
left and right based on the circle method.

Curve circle() + up() + up() + left() +
right() + seth()

Draw curves with different curvature and
shape by changing of angle and directions
based on the circle method.

Based on the brightness feature map, more accurate graphics can be generated by
Python graphic drawing tools and displayed on the user interface of intelligent products.
We can also use a lots of mathematical functions provided for array operation such as sine
and cosine functions, tangent and cotangent functions, linear function, quadratic function,
and so on to generate geometric lines under some geometric laws. Figure 7 shows some
geometric lines created by python graphic tools.
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Based on the created graphics, dynamic graphics can also be created, which are
commonly applied in intelligent graphical interfaces. Recent research show that dynamic
graphic system shows superiority in data exchange and information understanding [24,25],
especially on intelligent user interface. In their study, the visual performance of dynamic
graphics system in information dissemination is analyzed and evaluated. For intelligent
user interface, Chen and Jiu studied a rapidly convert system of 3D dynamic graphics,
which is suitable for the Android platform, and evaluated the stability and effectiveness
of the algorithm for generating 3D dynamic graphics [26]. Technical method and model
for generating dynamic graphics have also been paid attention to. For example, Ding
studied the technical method of dynamic graphics with Visual C++ 2005 in the frame of Net
framework to realize the dynamic change of points, lines, rectangles, and other shapes [27].
Castillo etc., proposed a dynamic graphic model associated with the graphic structure and
studied the transition-probabilities of the proposed model by the method of unobservable
variables via estimating the model parameters [28]. Based on the existing studies, an
effective method for generating dynamic graphics is necessary to be applied for designing
intelligent graphical interface. In this study, we explore an accurate and effective generated
method of dynamic graphics in python environment. The specific method used to generate
dynamic graphics includes: the basic animation environment is built, the graphic change
method is defined and the graphic animation is generated, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Flow chart of generated method of dynamic graphic.

The animation environment is created by using the matplotlib tools, in which graphic
instances are then created by using the plot() method. The change method of line graphic
from these graphic instances is defended with the data change in x or y directions, which
is set with the methods of set_xdata() and set_ydata(). Then the graphic animation is
generated by calling the animation class of FuncAnimation with the graphic change method
defined in advance. Figure 9 shows the dynamic graphic of double box line generated by
the above method.
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4.2. Created Method of Intelligent Feature Graphics Based on Brightness Feature Map

Traditional culture and artistic features can be conveyed in the field of intelligent
applications by applying the feature graphics of traditional engraving graphics into the
intelligent graphical interface design. So, the created method of feature graphics including
dynamic feature graphics based on the brightness feature map output from the extracted
model is researched.

4.2.1. Created Method of Feature Graphics Based on Brightness Feature Map

Intelligent feature graphics are created based on the image brightness feature map
output from the proposed model. Specifically, the process includes feature point sampling,
optimization, and connection, as shown in Figure 10.
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Step 1. Feature point sampling. The output brightness feature map is sampled, and
the appropriate step size is set as the sampling interval in X and Y directions. In the array of
img_array[n × s, n × s] (where s is the sampling interval, n is the number of samples, and
0 ≤ n × s ≤ 112), the pixels whose brightness value is greater than the preset brightness
threshold θ0 are sampled and output, forming the sampling matrix of feature points. This
is the initial pix point sampling process of the image brightness feature map.

Step 2. Optimizing the sampling point matrix. To facilitate the connection of feature
points, the sampling point matrix is further optimized, and the optimized spacing l is
set. During the sampling point the spacing is less than l, the point with min x + y is
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output, forming the optimized sampling point matrix, where x and y respectively are the
horizontal longitudinal coordinates of the sampling point. We obtain key effective points
of the sampling matrix of the image brightness feature.

Step 3. Connecting the optimized sampling points to form the feature graphics. The
optimized sampling points are connected to form the feature graphics, and we set the
connection space as l0 (usually l0 > l). If the space is less than the set value l0, the optimized
sampling points are connected by the drawing method of drawMatches() for feature point
matrix to form the feature graphics, and some smoothing calculations are performed.

4.2.2. Generated Method of Dynamic Feature Graphics

Dynamic feature graphics is generated to realize the dynamic displayed effect of
feature graphics on the user interface of AI products. We use the generated method of
dynamic graphic mentioned above to generate dynamic feature graphics. The specific
implementation method is described as follows.

We select some points such as the middle point of a line, an intersection point, or the
highest (or lowest) point of an arc of feature matrix points as the key frame feature points on
the line. By setting the data change in the X or Y direction, the key frame feature points drive
other feature points to form dynamic feature graphics. Specifically, the implementation
method is divided into the following key steps. 1. The basic animation environment is built,
and a graphic instance is created to load the feature graphics. 2. The change of the graphics
is defined, with the key frame feature points as the reference, we set the date change of
graphic data in the X or Y direction through the methods pf set_xdata() and set_ydata(),
to define the animation method. 3. The animation method defined in the previous step
is used and the animation class FuncAnimation is called to realize the dynamic effect of
feature graphics. Taking the dynamic graphic of a line graphic for example, the pseudo
code for algorithm implementation can be described as follows briefly:

# import graphic and animation tools:
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt from matplotlib;
import FuncAnimation as animation class;
# create graphic instance:
fig = plt.figure();
ax1=fig.add_subplot(num, num, num);
line1= ax1.plot(num, curve, color, linewidth);
# set keyframe feature points:
point_ani=plt.plot(x1, y1, ‘point1’, x2, y2, ‘point2’, . . . );
# def updata(num):
point_ani.set_data(x[num], y[num]);
return [point_ani];
# generate dynamic graphic:
ani = animation.FuncAnimation(fig=fig,func=updata,frames=np.arange(num,num), inter-
val=num).

5. Practice on the Brightness Feature Extraction and Feature Graphic Design

Taking a square engraving graphic from the Shuangdun Site as an example, the
practice is conducted on the image feature extraction and intelligent feature graphic design.
Specifically, the process is given as follows.

1. Image brightness feature extraction;

The 112 × 112 image after preprocessing is input into the image feature extracted
model. With the optimal parameters are set as the brightness enhancement coefficient
k = 2.5, brightness threshold θT = 128 and connected region threshold TA = 25, the brightness
feature map output from the extracted model is shown in Figure 11a.
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2. Creating feature graphics;

The brightness feature map is sampled and optimized, where the sampling interval
s = 2, the number of samples n = 56, and the optimal spacing l = 4 pixel units. The
preliminary sampling result is shown in Figure 11b and the optimized sampling result is
shown in Figure 11c. The specific process is that we take the progressive scanning and
interval sampling to the image brightness feature map output from the proposed model
with the sampling number n = 56 and the sampling interval s = 2. Then, we select the
pixel points if their brightness value is higher than the preset brightness threshold θ0 = 150
and output them to form the brightness feature sampling matrix. Further optimization is
conducted with the optimized spacing l = 4. If the space between the sampling points is
less than l = 4 pixel units, we reserve the pixel point with min x + y to form the key feature
point matrix. At last, the drawMatches() method is used to connect the optimized sampling
points whose spacing is less than the set value l0 = 6, and the feature graphics is formed,
which consequently shows that the lines are partially smoothed.

3. Generation of dynamic feature graphic.

Dynamic feature graphic is generated by the generated method of dynamic graphic
mentioned above, as shown in Figure 12. In the process of generating dynamic graphic, the
key frame feature points are the middle points in each line. By using this method, dynamic
feature graphic is generated, which can be applied to design the intelligent graphical
interface. The displayed effect of this dynamic graphic shows that the better dynamic
line graphics are obtained after some smoothing, which can accurately convey the image
features of traditional engraving graphics and bring users to be a good visual experience.

The practical results show that the image feature extracted method proposed in this
paper can effectively extract the image features of traditional engraving graphics. The
feature or dynamic feature graphics created by the proposed method about the intelligent
graphical design can be applied to the intelligent application interface, which can convey
the image features of traditional engraving graphics well.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, we present the image feature extracted method, in which the image
features are extracted by convolution operation after a series of image brightness feature
processing. On the basis of the brightness feature map output from the proposed model,
feature graphics are designed and applied on the intelligent graphical interface. Theoretical
and practical research shows that the extracted model has a significant effect on the per-
formance of the image features extracted from traditional engraving graphics. Moreover,
the effect of image feature extraction is related to model parameters, which further affect
the feature graphic design. The advantage of this method is that the brightness feature
processing greatly simplifies the process of image feature extraction, and the extracted
accuracy is improved by convolution operation. Take the pottery engraving graphics
from the Neolithic Age as an example, the practice of the image feature extraction and
intelligent dynamic graphic design is carried out, which further verify the effectiveness
of the proposed method, especially in the field of intelligent feature graphic design and
application. However, due to the limit of the sample amount and experiment condition,
the image feature extracted model needs to further improve the extracted accuracy. The
design efficiency of intelligent graphics needs to be further enhanced by undergoing more
practice. More in-depth and extensive research needs to be taken in the next work.
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